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Introduction
2BigToBeTrue is all about the two largest cocks you'll ever see, tearing their way through one woman
after another. These two overgrown black men violate one woman after another packing them until they
are downright air tight!

Adult Review
2BigToBeTrue goes the extra mile to give its subscribers all the hole bursting action they crave. If you think watching a
forearm sized meatstick being choked by a quarter size flesh hole is well worth the price of admission then this site is all you
could ever ask for. After watching a few scenes you will be trying to find the paramedic in the background just to be sure
everyone was able to walk away at the end of the shoot!
  
  This site is offered up by a production house that made its name originally as a DvD distributor of fine filth. Now as they
move over into the digital segment of the market they are taking with them many years of production expertise and a
willingness to do content that the more softcore marketers usually shy away from.
  
  The content is excellent, the videos are offered in a variety of formats and this is all orginal and exclusive smut you wont
find elsewhere. Many of the actresses are fresh faces which is always a plus and the action is solid from start to finish.
  
  The only knocks againt the site come from the fact that these guys are DvD makers changing over to the digital market and
they have not yet worked out the technical kinks as well as they work out the on screen kinkys.
  
  The interface is a bit simple looking and lacks some functionality youd expect from a top line site. Also, the text work that
comes with each clip is more like what you read on a DvD back cover and less informative than you might hope for a
website.
  
  Worst of all, the broadband versions of the videos are chopped into 8-15 segments in most cases and require you to sit and
download each one at a time with no option to get a whole scene with a single click.
  
  As another sign they are a DvD company in transition they also do not offer any kind of trial membership at this time. Their
content is well worth the full month price but with no trial available you'll have to take TheTongue's word for it.
  
  Even with those negatives the site still stands up rather well against the competition... and will have your cock standing up
rather well also. Given some time to finish their transition from boxed discs to web work this site will become even better.
  
  Aside from this site your membership gets you access to all the HushPass sites which are listed on the right side of this page.
That is a ton of content and almost every second of it is well worth watching!

Porn Summary
These two black guys pull out their junk with a hearty thump and go to town on these poor unsuspecting trailer whores like a
force of nature.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'One for the money and TWO for the show!'
Quality: 79  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 76
Support: 68 Unique: 74    Taste: 71        Final: 76
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Porn Sites Included
Frat House Fuckfest (82) ,Butt Naked In The Streets (82) ,Sucking The Big One (79) ,Bubble Butt Bonanza (77) ,My
Daughter's Fucking A Black Dude (77) ,Daddys Worst Nightmare (76) ,TeenCumDumpsters (74) ,My Mom's Fucking
Blackzilla (74) 

Porn Niches
Big Cocks, Breasts, Exclusive, Extreme, Group Sex, Hardcore, Interracial

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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